Titanic A Nonfiction
Companion To Magic Tree
House 17 Tonight On The
Titanic
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Titanic A Nonfiction Companion To Magic Tree
House 17 Tonight On The Titanic by online. You might not
require more time to spend to go to the books launch as skillfully
as search for them. In some cases, you likewise reach not
discover the pronouncement Titanic A Nonfiction Companion To
Magic Tree House 17 Tonight On The Titanic that you are looking
for. It will enormously squander the time.
However below, similar to you visit this web page, it will be
appropriately certainly simple to get as well as download lead
Titanic A Nonfiction Companion To Magic Tree House 17 Tonight
On The Titanic
It will not bow to many get older as we tell before. You can get it
while produce an effect something else at home and even in your
workplace. thus easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we find the money for below as skillfully as review Titanic
A Nonfiction Companion To Magic Tree House 17 Tonight
On The Titanic what you with to read!

Dog Heroes - Mary Pope
Osborne 2011-11-30

The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
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celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission
#18: Dogs in the Dead of
Night, they had lots of
questions. How do St. Bernards
help find avalanche survivors?
Who are some of the most
famous war dog heroes? What
breeds make good service
dogs? Find out the answers to
these questions and more as
Jack and Annie track the facts.
Filled with up-to-date
information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House
adventures.And teachers can
use Fact Trackers alongside
their Magic Tree House fiction
companions to meet common
core text pairing needs. Did
you know that there’s a Magic

Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Wild West - Mary Pope
Osborne 2018-01-02
Track the facts about cowboys,
ghost towns, outlaws, and
more! When Jack and Annie
came back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House
#10: Ghost Town at Sundown,
they had lots of questions.
What is a ghost town? Why do
we call the Old West wild?
What are cowboys? Who was
Billy the Kid? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts about the American
West. Filled with up-to-date
information, photographs,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
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Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discover in their favorite Magic
Tree House adventures. Did
you know that there's a Magic
Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Penguins and Antarctica Mary Pope Osborne 2008-09-23
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission
#12: Eve of the Emperor

Penguin, they had lots of
questions. What do penguins
eat? Why do they huddle
together in groups? Who won
the race to the South Pole?
What happens at a research
station in Antarctica? Find out
the answers to these questions
and more as Jack and Annie
track the facts. Filled with upto-date information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House adventures.
And teachers can use Fact
Trackers alongside their Magic
Tree House fiction companions
to meet common core text
pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
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companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Magic Tree House Fact &
Fiction: Ghosts - Mary Pope
Osborne 2014-10-14
Read the adventure and track
the facts—it's two great ebooks
in one! Join Jack and Annie as
they travel to New Orleans in
1915 on the eve of All Saints’
Day in Magic Tree House®
#42: A Good Night for Ghosts.
Then uncover the facts behind
the fiction in Magic Tree
House® Fact Tracker: Ghosts.
It’s two favorite ebooks in one!
Find out why Mary Pope
Osborne’s #1 New York Times
bestselling series is such a hit
with kids, parents, and
teachers around the world.
Llamas and the Andes - Mary
Pope Osborne 2020-07-07
Track the facts about llamas
and other animals of the Andes
in this nonfiction companion to
the bestselling Magic Tree
House series! When Jack and
Annie came back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House
#34: Late Lunch with Llamas,
they had lots of questions. Why

do people raise llamas? What
are llamas' closest relatives?
How tall are the Andes
mountains? What other animals
live there? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts about llamas and the
Andes. Filled with up-to-date
information, photographs,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discover in their
favorite Magic Tree House
adventures. Did you know that
there's a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Vacation Under the Volcano
- Mary Pope Osborne
2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
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covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Who wants
to vacation next to a volcano?
Jack and Annie are about to
find out when the Magic Tree
House whisks them back to the
days of the Roman Empire.
They arrive in Pompeii and
soon discover that it is the very
day the city will be destroyed.
Now Jack and Annie must race
against time to find an ancient
library before it is buried in
ash! Did you know that there’s
a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Rain Forests - Mary Pope
Osborne 2012-05-30
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the

facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #5: Afternoon on
the Amazon, they had lots of
questions. How much rain falls
in a rain forest? What is the
world's heaviest insect? What
the heck is a sausage tree?
Why is it important to preserve
the world's rain forests? Find
out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
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who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Tonight on the Titanic Mary Pope Osborne 1999-03-23
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Titanic
trouble! Jack and Annie are in
for an exciting, scary, and sad
adventure when the Magic
Tree House whisks them back
to the decks of the Titanic. Is
there anything they can do to
help the ill-fated ship? Will they
be able to save anyone? Will
they be able to save
themselves? Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More

challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Titanic: A Nonfiction
Companion to Magic Tree
House #17: Tonight on the
Titanic - M. Osborne 2002-08
For use in schools and libraries
only. Explores the history of
the steamship Titanic, from
Thomas Andrews' plans for
"the safest ship on the ocean"
to the lingering questions
concerning its disastrous
maiden voyage in 1912.
Mummies and Pyramids - Mary
Pope Osborne 2012-04-25
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #3: Mummies in
the Morning, they had lots of
questions. Why did people
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make mummies? What was the
mysterious writing on mummy
cases? How did most ancient
Egyptians spend their days?
How were the pyramids built?
Find out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite

Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Titanic - Melissa Stewart
2018-08-01
This title is replete with
brilliant photographs and
exclusive in-depth coverage
including Bob Ballard's 1985
discovery.
Space - Mary Pope Osborne
2002-02-26
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #8: Midnight on
the Moon, they had lots of
questions. How did the
universe begin? How long does
it take to get to the moon? How
hot is the sun? What does it
feel like to be in space? Find
out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
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tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Titanic - Will Osborne
2002-08-01
Explores the history of the
steamship Titanic, from
Thomas Andrews' plans for
"the safest ship on the ocean"
to the lingering questions

concerning its disastrous
maiden voyage in 1912.
Leprechauns and Irish
Folklore - Mary Pope Osborne
2012-01-25
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission
#15: Leprechaun in Late
Winter, they had lots of
questions. What are
leprechauns? How do we know
many of the old Irish stories?
How do fairies spend their
time? Who speaks the Irish
language? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts. Filled with up-to-date
information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
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Magic Tree House adventures.
And teachers can use Fact
Trackers alongside their Magic
Tree House fiction companions
to meet common core text
pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Midnight on the Moon Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Three
…two…one…BLAST OFF! The
Magic Tree House whisks Jack
and Annie off to the moon—and
the future. Their mission? To
find the last "M" thing that will
free Morgan from the spell.

Can they do it before the air in
their oxygen tank runs out?
Will the mysterious moon man
help them? And why is Peanut
the mouse acting so strange?
Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Soccer on Sunday - Mary
Pope Osborne 2016-05-24
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Goal! Jack
and Annie have tickets to one
of the most exciting soccer
games ever—the 1970 World
Cup! They are sure the famous
soccer player Pelé will tell
them a “secret of greatness.”
The game is nonstop action and
the stands are packed. But how
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will they find Pelé in a crowd of
100,000 soccer fans? Have
they failed their mission? Or
will the answer come when
they least expect it? Formerly
numbered as Magic Tree
House #52, the title of this
book is now Magic Tree House
Merlin Mission #24: Soccer on
Sunday. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Research Guide Titanic - Will
Osborne 2002
Explores the history of the
steamship Titanic, from
Thomas Andrews' plans for
"the safest ship on the ocean"
to the lingering questions
concerning its disastrous
maiden voyage in 1912.
Pirates - Mary Pope Osborne
2012-03-28

The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #4: Pirates Past
Noon, they had lots of
questions. Did pirates really
make people walk the plank?
What was life like on a pirate
ship? Is there any buried
treasure around today? Argh!
How do you talk like a pirate?
Find out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
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needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Pandas and Other Endangered
Species - Mary Pope Osborne
2012-07-24
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission
#20: A Perfect Time for Pandas
they had lots of questions.
What do pandas eat? Where do
they live? Why are snow

leopards so scarce? How can
we help? Find out the answers
to these questions and more as
Jack and Annie track the facts.
Filled with up-to-date
information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House adventures.
And teachers can use Fact
Trackers alongside their Magic
Tree House fiction companions
to meet common core text
pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
A Big Day for Baseball -
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Mary Pope Osborne 2019-01-08
Meet Jackie Robinson and solve
a mystery in the #1 bestselling
Magic Tree House chapter
book series! PLAY BALL! Jack
and Annie aren’t great baseball
players . . . yet! Then Morgan
the librarian gives them
magical baseball caps that will
make them experts. They just
need to wear the caps to a
special ballgame in Brooklyn,
New York. The magic tree
house whisks them back to
1947! When they arrive, Jack
and Annie find out that they
will be batboys in the
game—not ballplayers. What
exactly does Morgan want
them to learn? And what’s so
special about this game? They
only have nine innings to find
out! Discover history, mystery,
humor, and baseball in this
one-of-a-kind adventure in
Mary Pope Osborne’s New
York Times bestselling Magic
Tree House series lauded by
parents and teachers as books
that encourage reading. Magic
Tree House books, with fiction
and nonfiction titles, are
perfect for parents and
teachers using the Core

Curriculum. With a blend of
magic, adventure, history,
science, danger, and cuteness,
the topics range from kid
pleasers (pirates, the Titanic,
pandas) to curriculum perfect
(rain forest, American
Revolution, Abraham Lincoln)
to seasonal shoo-ins
(Halloween, Christmas,
Thanksgiving). There is truly
something for everyone here!
Polar Bears Past Bedtime Mary Pope Osborne 2010-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! It's icicle
city…when the Magic Tree
House whisks Jack and Annie
to the frozen Arctic. Luckily, a
seal hunter on a dogsled lends
them warm clothes. Unluckily,
they get stuck on cracking ice.
Will the giant polar bear save
them? Or will Jack and Annie
become frozen dinners? Did
you know that there’s a Magic
Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
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More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Magic Tree House Fact &
Fiction: Horses - Mary Pope
Osborne 2014-10-28
Read the adventure and track
the facts—it's two great ebooks
in one! Join Jack and Annie as
they travel to ancient Greece to
meet Alexander the Great and
his famous horse in Magic Tree
House® #49: Stallion by
Starlight. Then uncover the
facts behind the fiction in
Magic Tree House® Fact
Tracker: Horse Heroes. It’s two
favorite ebooks in one! Find
out why Mary Pope Osborne’s
#1 New York Times bestselling
series is such a hit with kids,
parents, and teachers around
the world.
Magic Tree House Fact &
Fiction: Charles Dickens Mary Pope Osborne 2014-10-28
Read the adventure and track
the facts—it's two great ebooks
in one! Join Jack and Annie as
they travel to Victorian London

to help Charles Dickens in
Magic Tree House® #44: A
Ghost Tale for Christmas Time.
Then uncover the facts behind
the fiction in Magic Tree
House® Fact Tracker: Rags
and Riches: Kids in the Time of
Charles Dickens. It’s two
favorite ebooks in one! Find
out why Mary Pope Osborne’s
#1 New York Times bestselling
series is such a hit with kids,
parents, and teachers around
the world.
China: Land of the
Emperor's Great Wall - Mary
Pope Osborne 2014-12-23
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie came
back from their adventure in
Magic Tree House #14: Day of
the Dragon King, they had lots
of questions. Who was the
Dragon King? How did he build
the Great Wall? What is
Chinese New Year? What are
some other Chinese traditions?
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Find out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts about
Chinese history and culture.
Filled with up-to-date
information, photographs,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discover in their favorite Magic
Tree House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Dolphins and Sharks - Mary

Pope Osborne 2003-06-24
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #9: Dolphins at
Daybreak, they had lots of
questions. Did dolphins ever
live on land? How do dolphins
communicate? How do sharks
hunt for food? Which sharks
are the most dangerous? Find
out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
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needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
World at War, 1944 - Mary
Pope Osborne 2017-03-14
The first Magic Tree House®
Super Edition—and Jack and
Annie’s most dangerous
mission ever in the scariest
time the world has ever
known—World War II. With a
longer story and additional
facts and photographs, this is a
thrilling adventure no reader
will want to miss! When the
magic tree house takes Jack
and Annie back to World War
II, Europe is in trouble! It is
June 1944 and the brother-andsister team must go behind
enemy lines and crack a code

that could save a lot of lives.
But this is war, and Jack and
Annie might just be in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
Can they save everyone before
the great battle of D-Day
begins? They don’t know, but
they have to try! Previously
published in hardcover as
Magic Tree House Super
Edition #1: Danger in the
Darkest Hour. Have more fun
with Jack and Annie on the
Magic Tree House® website at
MagicTreeHouse.com. Did you
know there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every reader?
Find the perfect book for you:
Magic Tree House® Classics:
Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who
are just starting to read
chapter books. F&P Level M.
Magic Tree House® Merlin
Missions: More challenging
adventures for the experienced
Magic Tree House® reader.
F&P Level N. Magic Tree
House® Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous
adventure with Jack and Annie.
F&P Level P. Magic Tree
House® Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your
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favorite Magic Tree House®
adventures. F&P Levels N-T.
Dinosaurs Before Dark Mary Pope Osborne 2012
Eight-year-old Jack and his
younger sister Annie find a
magic treehouse, which whisks
them back to an ancient time
zone where they see live
dinosaurs.
Dinosaurs - Mary Pope Osborne
2000-08
Jack and Annie explain about
all the different types of
dinosaurs.
Titanic - Mary Pope Osborne
2012-03-28
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #17: Tonight on
the Titanic, they had lots of
questions. How many people
were aboard the Titanic? Why
weren’t there enough lifeboats
for all the passengers? How did
this “unsinkable” ship sink?

What lessons can we learn
from the tragedy? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts. Filled with up-to-date
information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House adventures.
And teachers can use Fact
Trackers alongside their Magic
Tree House fiction companions
to meet common core text
pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Knights and Castles - Mary
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Pope Osborne 2012-04-25
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #2: The Knight at
Dawn, they had lots of
questions. How were castles
built? What was it like to live
inside a castle? How did boys
train to become knights? Did
horses really wear armor? Find
out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photos, illustrations, and fun
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discovered in
their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing

needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Ninjas and Samurai - Mary
Pope Osborne 2014-09-23
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie came
back from their adventure in
Magic Tree House #5: Night of
the Ninjas, they had lots of
questions. What did it mean to
be a ninja or a samurai? Did
they really have special
abilities? What was life like for
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them in ancient Japan? Find
out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and
Annie track the facts behind
some of history’s most
intriguing and secretive
figures. Filled with up-to-date
information, photographs,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discover in their favorite Magic
Tree House adventures. And
teachers can use Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet common core text pairing
needs. Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and

Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
World War II - Mary Pope
Osborne 2017-03-14
In the next Magic Tree House®
Fact Tracker, track the facts
about World War II—with Jack
and Annie! When Jack and
Annie came back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House
Super Edition #1: World at
War, 1944, they had lots of
questions. How did World War
II begin? Why were so many
innocent people killed? What
was D-Day? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie learn
all about one of the darkest
hours of history. Filled with upto-date information,
photographs, illustrations, and
tidbits from Jack and Annie, the
Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discover in their
favorite Magic Tree House
adventures. And teachers can
use the Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet Common Core text
pairing needs. Have more fun
with Jack and Annie on the
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Magic Tree House website at
MagicTreeHouse.com! Did you
know there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every reader?
Find the perfect book for you:
Classic: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just starting to read
chapter books. F&P Level M.
Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced Magic Tree
House® reader. F&P Level N.
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
with Jack and Annie. F&P Level
P. Fact Trackers: Non-fiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House®
adventures
Baseball - Mary Pope Osborne
2017-08-01
Track the facts about
baseball—with Jack and Annie!
When Jack and Annie came
back from their adventure in
Magic Tree House #29: A Big
Day for Baseball, they had lots
of questions. When was
baseball invented? What are
the rules? Who was Jackie
Robinson? Who are some other
baseball greats? Find out the
answers to these questions and

more as Jack and Annie track
the facts about America’s
national pastime. Filled with
up-to-date information,
photographs, illustrations, and
fun tidbits from Jack and Annie,
the Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discover in their
favorite Magic Tree House
adventures. And teachers can
use the Fact Trackers
alongside their Magic Tree
House fiction companions to
meet Common Core text
pairing needs. Have more fun
with Jack and Annie on the
Magic Tree House website at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
Dinosaurs Before Dark
Graphic Novel - Mary Pope
Osborne 2021-06-15
The #1 bestselling chapter
book is now a graphic novel!
Magic. Mystery. Time-travel.
Get whisked back in time in the
magic tree house with Jack and
Annie! Where did the tree
house come from? Before Jack
and Annie can find out, the
mysterious tree house whisks
them to the prehistoric past.
Now they have to figure out
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how to get home. Can they do
it before dark...or will they
become a dinosaur's dinner?
For the first time in graphic
novel--live the adventure again
in the very first Magic Tree
House book, with new art from
comic artists Kelly and Nichole
Matthews!
Vikings - Mary Pope Osborne
2015-09-22
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! When Jack
and Annie came back from
their adventure in Magic Tree
House #15: Viking Ships at
Sunrise, they had lots of
questions. Why did Vikings go
on raids? Did they really wear
horned helmets? What were
Viking ships like? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts about Vikings. Filled
with up-to-date information,
photographs, illustrations, and
fun tidbits from Jack and Annie,
the Magic Tree House Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discover in their

favorite Magic Tree House
adventures. And teachers can
use Fact Trackers alongside
their Magic Tree House fiction
companions to meet Common
Core text pairing needs. Did
you know that there’s a Magic
Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Ancient Greece and the
Olympics - Mary Pope
Osborne 2004
Magic Tree House Research
Guide.
Sunlight on the Snow
Leopard - Mary Pope Osborne
2022-01-04
The #1 bestselling Magic Tree
House series is ready to whisk
you away through time with
Jack and Annie--this time to the
snowy mountains of Nepal! The
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magic tree house takes Jack
and Annie to Nepal with a
mission to find. . . a ghost! As
frightening as that sounds, the
mission is clear: find the ghost
and save the world. But what
does all this have to do with a
mountain, an old man, and a
snow leopard? The journey is
dangerous and the path
uncertain, but Jack and Annie
can do this -- they're the only
ones who can! Did you know
that there's a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Perfect for
readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
If you're looking for Merlin
Mission #36: Blizzard of the
Blue Moon, it was renumbered
as part of the rebrand in 2017
as Merlin Mission #8.
Twisters and Other Terrible
Storms - Mary Pope Osborne
2012-05-30
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new

covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! When Jack
and Annie got back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House
#23: Twister on Tuesday, they
had lots of questions. How do
tornadoes form? What kinds of
tools can help predict bad
storms? Where did the biggest
snowfall on record happen?
How fast are hurricane winds?
Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Ancient Greece and the
Olympics - Mary Pope
Osborne 2004-06-08
The #1 bestselling chapter
book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use
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numbering system! Getting the
facts behind the fiction has
never looked better. Track the
facts with Jack and Annie!!
When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic
Tree House #16: Hour of the
Olympics, they had lots of
questions. What did the ancient
Greeks wear? What did they do
for fun? Where were the very
first Olympics held? How are
our modern Olympics similar to
the ancient Olympics? Find out
the answers to these questions
and more as Jack and Annie
track the facts. Filled with upto-date information, photos,
illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Magic
Tree House Fact Trackers are
the perfect way for kids to find
out more about the topics they
discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House adventures.
And teachers can use Fact
Trackers alongside their Magic
Tree House fiction companions
to meet common core text
pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures
with Jack and Annie, perfect for

readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure
Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Warriors - Mary Pope Osborne
2019-01-08
Track the facts about warriors,
weapons, and battles
throughout history in this
nonfiction companion to the #1
bestselling Magic Tree House
series! When Jack and Annie
came back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House
#31: Warriors in Winter, they
had lots of questions. What
kinds of weapons did the
ancient Greeks use? How did
Roman soldiers fight? Why did
knights have tournaments?
Who was famous for his war
elephants? Find out the
answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track
the facts about ancient
warriors. Filled with up-to-date
information, photographs,
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illustrations, and fun tidbits
from Jack and Annie, the Fact
Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about
the topics they discover in their
favorite Magic Tree House
adventures. Did you know that
there's a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree

House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers
who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
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